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Abstract

Modeling of spray in a dense near-nozzle region remains a great challenge,
because of the large scale separation between the small features of the inter-
face and the overall jet. Diffuse-interface treatment in a single-fluid Eulerian
framework, in which the interfacial surface area density (Σ) is used to de-
scribe the atomization process, has attracted interest for its potential in
providing a manageable and still accurate model. In this work, we propose a
new formulation of the Σ-Y spray atomization model that accounts for liquid
diffusion due to drift-flux velocities, correctly predicting the behavior under
all relevant engine conditions. Additionally, the present formulation allows
the interfacial dynamics to impact the transport of the liquid mass fraction,
thus making the interfacial density an active scalar fully coupled with the rest
of the flow, overcoming limitations of previous formulations. The new model
is implemented in the OpenFOAM framework and validated against exper-
imental measurements under non-vaporizing and vaporizing environments,
and at reacting conditions.
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1. Introduction8

Improving engine and real combustion systems performance requires ad-9

vanced spray and combustion models in order to reduce pollutants formation10

and comply with the increasingly tight emission regulations. This goal is ex-11

tremely challenging for scientists due to the interaction of complex physical12

and chemical phenomena, such as the injection of high-pressure liquid fuel,13

atomization, evaporation, fuel-air mixture and combustion, that are still not14

well understood [27, 69], while they are fundamental factors in the overall15

performance of propulsion systems.16

In particular, the difficulty lies in the fact that the atomization process17

of the liquid phase occurs at extremely small length scales and high speeds18

in current injection systems, which is a great limitation to the experimen-19

tal characterization of the spray, especially in the near-nozzle region. The20

problem is easily noticed by observing that typically available diesel spray21

measurements concern tip penetration and spray cone angle (macroscopic22

characteristics of diesel sprays) [15, 43] and droplet size measurements con-23

ducted at a minimum axial distance from the injector orifice in the range24

of 12 mm [28, 33, 56]. The optically dense spray zone is hardly penetra-25

ble with standard diagnostic techniques, and thus few experimental results26

are available. The dense region within the first few millimeters of the in-27

jector is only penetrable with special diagnostics such as x-ray radiography28

[34, 60] (offering mass distribution and average SMD only), preventing a clear29

flow characterization and the development of predictive primary atomization30

models.31

Modeling spray atomization can be accomplished employing many dif-32

ferent approaches. In general, it is desirable to simulate the spray behavior33

from first principles, formulated solely on basic conservation laws instead34

of introducing engineering modeling assumptions. Advanced spray models35

based on Eulerian approaches, such as the volume-of-fluids (VoF) and level-36

set (LS) techniques, have clearly emerged in the recent years. However, such37

approaches [37, 70] while provide the highest details of the liquid-gas in-38

terface information, still demand extreme levels of computational resources,39

preventing their use at device-scale simulations. On the opposite side, one40

can trust the commonly used Lagrangian discrete droplet method (DDM)41

[20], in which the liquid phase is described as Lagrangian parcels moving and42

interacting with the surrounding gas phase described in an Eulerian refer-43

ence frame. Lagrangian particle tracking is the classic approach for engine44
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simulations due to its computational efficiency, but it is inadequate for dense45

two-phase flows in the near nozzle region of compression ignition engines [4],46

since the dense spray core cannot be properly represented and the method47

shows great mesh dependency and suffers from limitations of the CFD cell48

resolution [38].49

This dilemma is discussed in recent studies [5, 14, 39, 46, 48], which use50

a diffuse-interface method within a fully Eulerian framework with great per-51

formance in simulating fuel spray physics. In such a problem, considering52

that not all scales can be solved, by applying a filter either explicitly (RANS,53

LES approaches) or implicitly through a mesh resolution that cannot ensure54

that all scales are solved, a smooth continuous transition between phases is55

recovered (thus including intermediate states). The end result is a diffuse-56

interface treatment in an Eulerian framework, where unresolved interface57

features are modeled instead of being tracked. Therefore, flow scale separa-58

tion is assumed between the large scale features and the atomization process59

occurring at the smaller scales, as initially proposed by [76, 77]. As a conse-60

quence, liquid dispersion is assumed to be governed by the turbulent mixing61

of a variable density fluid, while atomization is modeled by the surface den-62

sity concept, which represents the phase interfacial area per unit of volume.63

As a result, these models are based on two scalar transport equations: one64

for the liquid (or gas) phase mass fraction, Y, and the other for the interfacial65

surface density, Σ, hence referred to as the Σ-Y model (fully Eulerian), in66

contrast to ELSA (Eulerian-Lagrangian Spray Atomization), which includes67

a transition to Lagrangian particle tracking [8].68

After the atomization occurs within the dense region of the spray, this69

model can also describe the evaporation process of the liquid fuel surrounded70

by high-temperature and pressure ambient gases. This is an additional ad-71

vantage of the Σ-Y model. The experimental findings by Siebers [71, 72, 73]72

reported that turbulent mixing and gas entrainment may be the dominant73

mechanism for diesel spray vaporization, hence referred to as the ’mixing-74

controlled evaporation.’ In addition, more recent investigations [9, 10, 11]75

showed that in-cylinder conditions for diesel fuel injection can even promote76

a transition to diffusive mixing, in very hot conditions and for very high77

pressure levels [9], where diffuse interfaces between gas and liquid appear,78

instead of well-defined liquid-vapor interfaces within the drop cloud. So,79

the diffuse-interface approach which is considered in this work for two-phase80

flow regimes, in principle has also the potential to be extended to trans-81

and supercritical applications, provided that specific sub-models for mass,82
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momentum and heat transfer are developed.83

Although the current Σ-Y model have shown good performance for diesel84

sprays under normal engine operating conditions, i.e., at high injection pres-85

sure and chamber gas density, the underlying feature of strong coupling be-86

tween phases becomes invalid at lower ambient density and injection pressure87

[25]. In addition, the model formulation, based on the passive scalar Σ, has88

raised some criticisms in the literature for relying solely on the turbulent89

mixing independently of the atomization evolution. These concerns compro-90

mised their extensive use and motivates further modeling improvements. In91

fact, there have been some attempts [1, 6, 7] to extend the model to recover92

each phase velocity from the mixture velocity to properly represent the tur-93

bulent liquid flux. However, a strong basis for such developments was not94

provided.95

In the present contribution, a new formulation for fully Eulerian Σ-Y96

atomization model that accounts for diffusion due to drift-flux velocities is97

presented, which is especially relevant in high density ratio flows. The model98

is implemented in the OpenFOAM CFD open source C++ library [78]. The99

fidelity of the new model is evaluated at diesel engine conditions by validation100

against experimental measurements under non-vaporizing and vaporizing en-101

vironments, and including applications to reacting conditions.102

The results show improved predictive capability under a wider range of103

engine conditions, allowing the interfacial dynamics to affect the transport104

of the liquid fraction, fully coupled with the gas flow.105

2. Spray model description106

2.1. Coupled Σ-Y model description107

The classic Σ-Y model considers the liquid-gas mixture as a pseudo-fluid108

with a single velocity field. Additionally, considering that the flow exiting109

the injector is operating at large Reynolds and Weber numbers, it is possible110

to assume a separation of the large scale flow features, such as mass trans-111

port, from the atomization process occurring at smaller scales. This allows112

the direct simulation of the large scale bulk transport of the liquid while113

unresolved liquid turbulent transport is traditionally modeled using simple114

closures such as the linear constitutive law based on the concentration gra-115

dient for turbulent diffusion.116

In contrast, in the present formulation, the single-fluid model with a single117

velocity is still used but taking into account the additional macroscopic effect118
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on the liquid dispersion due to the drift velocities. The Σ-Y model originates119

from the work of Vallet et al. [76], and it is formulated following an analogy120

with gas-phase turbulent species mixing and combustion, but applied to two-121

phase flows, therefore neglecting slip effects.122

To introduce the present model formulation and to provide a broader123

perspective, in this work the rigorous conservation equations, based on the124

theory of two-phase flow mixtures, are used [31], as the starting point for the125

atomization model derivation. This two-phase single-fluid model discussed126

hereafter is also referred to as drift-flux model [31], and it is appropriate for127

mixtures where the dynamics of two phases are coupled, therefore deemed128

suitable for diesel spray applications.129

Following the fundamental work of Ishii et al. [31], the averaged balance130

equations for a turbulent, compressible, two-phase mixture, are written as131

Mixture continuity equation132

∂ρm
∂t

+∇ · (ρmvm) = 0 (1)

Secondary (dispersed) phase continuity equation133

∂ ¯̄ρ2α2

∂t
+∇ · (¯̄ρ2α2vm) = −∇ · (¯̄ρ2α2V2m)− Γevap (2)

Mixture momentum equation134

∂ρmvm
∂t

+∇ · (ρmvmvm) = −∇pm +∇ · (τ + τ T + τD) + ρmgm + Mm (3)

Mixture energy equation, in terms of enthalpy135

∂ρmhm
∂t

+∇ · (ρmhmvm) = ∇ · (q + qT + qD) +
2∑

k=1

αkVkm · ∇ ¯̄pk

+
Dpm
Dt

+ φµm + φσm + φim

(4)

The first two equations represent the conservation of total mass and of136

the secondary phase mass, where ρm is the mixture density, vm is the mixture137

center of mass velocity, α2 is the liquid (secondary phase) volume fraction,138

¯̄ρ2 is the liquid phase averaged density, Γevap is the phase change source term139
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and V2m is the difussion velocity of the liquid with respect to the mass center140

of the mixture.141

The third equation is the mixture momentum equation, where pm is the142

mixture pressure, τ is the average viscous stress, τ T is the turbulent stress,143

τD is the diffusion stress, gm expresses body accelerations on the mixture144

and Mm is the mixture momentum source due to the surface tension effects.145

Similarly, the fourth equation is the energy balance for the mixture, ex-146

pressed in terms of mixture enthalpy hm. In this equation q is the average147

conduction heat flux, qT is the turbulent heat flux, qD is the heat flux due148

to phase diffusion, and ¯̄pk is the k-th phase average pressure. The remain-149

ing terms collectively express the work done by viscous dissipations, φµm,150

the work done by surface tension forces, φσm, and the interfacial mechanical151

energy transfer, φim.152

It is worth remarking that the above equations are already time (or en-153

semble) averaged, therefore they already include turbulent fluxes, resulting154

from averaging the products of fluctuating quantities. Specifically, these155

terms are V2m, τ T , qT , in the dispersed phase continuity, momentum, and156

energy equations, respectively [31].157

This set of equations constitute the full drift-flux model. Quite often,158

however, some terms, whose closure could also be extremely complex, are159

fortunately negligible [31]. In particular, neglecting the effect of surface ten-160

sion on the mixture dynamics, the pressure jump across the interface can be161

neglected and phase pressure ¯̄pk and mixture pressure pm become the same,162

therefore now on denoted simply as p. In addition, in the preset work, it163

is assumed that the surface tension effects φσm and the mechanical energy164

effects φim on the energy balance are small, therefore neglected. These argu-165

ments also allow to neglect the momentum source Mm because of its small166

contribution to the momentum balance.167

Diffusion fluxes deserve some more details. These are formulated as fol-168

lows:169

τD = −
2∑

k=1

αk ¯̄ρkVkmVkm = − α2

1− α2

¯̄ρ1 ¯̄ρ2

ρm
V2jV2j (5)

qD = −
2∑

k=1

αk ¯̄ρkĥkVkm = −α2

¯̄ρ1 ¯̄ρ2

ρm
(ĥ2 − ĥ1)V2j (6)

where ĥk is k-th phase mass weighted enthalpy. The first formulation170
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represents the fluxes definition, while the second expression on the right is171

obtained by using kinematics relations and having introduced the concept of172

drift velocity V2j = v̂2−j as the difference between the dispersed phase mass173

weighted velocity v̂2 and the mixture volumetric flux j (namely, the velocity174

of the center of volume).175

The drift velocity term needs a specific closure model, which is based on176

the work of Manninen et al. [41]. In particular, this drift velocity is related177

to the relative velocity, v21, as:178

V2j = (1− α2) · (v̂2 − v̂1) = (1− α2) · (v21) (7)

The kinematic constitutive equation used to obtain the relative velocity179

can be derived by combining the momentum equations of the dispersed phase180

and of the mixture [41]. Considering that the phase pressures are equal and181

that the additional force acting on the dispersed phase, created by density182

differences, is balanced by the drag force, the equation for the relative ve-183

locity can be derived [41]. However, the obtained expression presents some184

turbulent terms and due to that, a practical constitutive law is required.185

Then, the linear solution proposed by Ishii [31] and Simonin [74], for diluted186

dispersed flows, is used:187

v21 = v21,0 −D2m
∇α2

α2

(8)

As it can be seen, the relative velocity comprises two contributions, one188

expressing the terminal velocity of the particle phase in an infinite medium,189

v21,0, (whose closure will be discussed later, in section 2.2) and a diffusion190

flux formulated through the gradient of the dispersed phase volume fraction191

and a diffusion coefficient of the secondary phase with respect to the mixture,192

D2m. The diffusion coefficient is taken as the turbulent kinematic viscosity193

(νt) over a Schmidt number (Sc).194

By introducing the simplifications previously mentioned, and expressing195

the macroscopic phase diffusion terms through the drift velocities, and using196

V2m = (¯̄ρ1/ρm)V2j, the final form of the drift-flux model can be obtained.197

Additionally, the drift velocity closure, through the relative velocity, is sub-198

stituted into the balance equations and the final form reads as follows199

Mixture continuity equation200

∂ρm
∂t

+∇ · (ρmvm) = 0 (9)
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Secondary (dispersed) phase continuity equation201

∂ ¯̄ρ2α2

∂t
+∇ · (¯̄ρ2α2vm) = −∇ ·

[
α2

¯̄ρ1 ¯̄ρ2

ρm
(1− α2)v21,0

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Extra Term due to Drift I

+∇ ·
[

¯̄ρ1 ¯̄ρ2

ρm
(1− α2)D2m∇α2

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Extra Term due to Drift II

−Γevap

(10)

It should be noted that α2 ¯̄ρ2 = ρmỸ2, where Ỹ2 is the liquid mass fraction.202

In view of this, the secondary phase transport equation can also be seen203

equivalently as the transport equation for the liquid mass fraction.204

Mixture momentum equation205

∂ρmvm
∂t

+∇ · (ρmvmvm) = −∇p+∇ · (τ + τ T )

−∇ ·
(
α2

¯̄ρ1 ¯̄ρ2

ρm
(1− α2)v21,0v21,0

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Extra Term due to Drift

+ρmgm
(11)

Mixture energy equation, in terms of enthalpy206

∂ρmhm
∂t

+∇ · (ρmhmvm) = ∇ · (q + qT )

−∇ ·
(
α2

¯̄ρ1 ¯̄ρ2

ρm
(ĥ2 − ĥ1)(1− α2)v21,0

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Extra Term due to Drift I

+α2

¯̄ρ1 − ¯̄ρ2

ρm
(1− α2)v21,0 · ∇p︸ ︷︷ ︸

Extra Term due to Drift II

+
Dp

Dt
+ φµm

(12)

Where ρm = α1 ¯̄ρ1 + α2 ¯̄ρ2, vm = (α1 ¯̄ρ1v̂1 + α2 ¯̄ρ2v̂2)/ρm, and hm =207

(α1 ¯̄ρ1ĥ1 + α2 ¯̄ρ2ĥ2)/ρm.208

According to [41], in the momentum and energy balance a further ap-209

proximation is made by writing the diffusion stress in terms of v21,0 only,210

and neglecting the second order contribution of the diffusion component. On211
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the contrary, since predicting liquid dispersion is of utmost importance in the212

current investigation, both terminal velocity and diffusion gradient terms are213

retained in the continuity equation of the dispersed phase (see Equation 10).214

Here, it is very important to note that the diffusion term formulated through215

the gradient of α2 (Extra Term due to Drift II) is analogous to the classical216

closure used for modeling gas phase molecular and turbulent mixing, and as217

generally found in the classic Σ-Y formulation. However, compared to that218

approach, using the rigorous two-phase flow theory an additional dispersion219

term arises, which will constitute the leading theme of this work.220

Regarding the treatment of the phases (liquid and gas), an equation of221

state is then assigned to each phase to calculate the corresponding density.222

The gas phase obeys an ideal gas law, while for the liquid phase, density is223

calculated following the Hankinson-Brobst-Thomson (HBT) correlation [65],224

in which the liquid density is a function of temperature (T ) and pressure (p).225

In order to account for spray evaporation, an additional transport equa-226

tion for vapor fuel mass fraction and also a procedure for calculating the227

source term, Γevap, of Equation 10 have to be added [25]. The transport228

equation can be written in a similar way to the conservation of liquid fuel as:229

∂ρmỸv
∂t

+∇ · (ρmvmỸv) = ∇ · (ρmDY∇Ỹv) + Γevap (13)

Again the same standard turbulent gradient law is used for closure in230

this transport equation. The sink/source terms for fuel liquid/vapor trans-231

port equations are calculated in terms of a rate needed to achieve the local232

adiabatic saturation conditions. This can be written as233

Γevap = ρm
Yv,sat − Ỹv
τevap

(14)

where Ỹv is the local vapor fuel mass fraction, Yv,sat is the value of vapor fuel234

mass fraction under adiabatic saturation conditions and τevap is a relaxation235

time set equal to the computational time step [14, 47]. Finally, Yv,sat is236

calculated by means of a Locally Homogeneous Flow (LHF) approach [24],237

considering the mixing-controlled assumption [72]. According to that, state238

relationships are applied to describe spray thermodynamic conditions under239

the assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium.240

To close the above system of equations, the temperature is obtained from241

a bulk mixture enthalpy equation, under the assumption of local thermody-242
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namic equilibrium:243

hm (T ) = Z · ĥ2 (T0) + (1− Z) · ĥ1 (Ta)

= Ỹ2 · ĥf,l (T ) + Ỹv · ĥf,v (T )

+ (1− Ỹ2 − Ỹv) · ĥa (T )

(15)

where Z = Ỹ2 + Ỹv is the mixture fraction. ĥf,l, ĥf,v and ĥa denote the244

enthalpy of the liquid and vapor fuel and the ambient gas phase, respec-245

tively. For the vapor fuel and the ambient gas, enthalpies are derived from246

the respective specific heat capacities at constant pressure evaluated from247

7-coefficients NASA polynomials. After that, for the liquid fuel the enthalpy248

of vaporization ∆Hv is considered, as obtained from the corresponding states249

correlation by Pitzer et al. [61]. Being hm the static enthalpy already ob-250

tained by solving Equation 12.251

The solution of the above transport equations fully characterizes the252

macroscopic mixture field, while the small-scale atomization is modeled by253

solving a transport equation for the evolution of the density of the interfacial254

surface area (Σ). This last quantity is defined as the liquid surface present255

per unit volume at a given time and spatial position. Following the equation256

adopted by Vallet and Borghi [76], on which nearly all the models in the257

literature are based, and appliying a procedure analogous to the one used for258

the mass transport equation, the subsequent transport equation for Σ within259

the drift-flux model is derived Equation 16:260

∂Σ̃

∂t
+∇ · (vmΣ̃) = ∇ · (DΣ∇Σ̃) + CΣΣ̃

(
1− Σ̃

Σ̄eq

)
+ SΣevap + SΣinit

−∇ ·
(

Σ̃
¯̄ρ1

ρm
V2j

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Extra Term due to Drift

(16)

In this equation the unclosed terms (generation and destruction) are261

treated through the restoration to an equilibrium value (Σ̄eq). Once again, a262

gradient law closure is used for the turbulent diffusion flux term, where DΣ263

is the diffusion coefficient taken as the turbulent kinematic viscosity (νt) over264

a Schmidt number (ScΣ). The SΣevap term appears because of the change in265

the interphase surface as a result of fuel evaporation and is modelled as in266
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Lebas et al. [37]. Then, the coefficient CΣ is modeled as the inverse of the267

turbulent time scale:268

CΣ = C1
ε̃

k̃
(17)

While Σ̄eq is set by the model proposed by Duret et al. [21]:269

Σ̄eq = C2
(¯̄ρ2 + ¯̄ρ1)α2(1− α2)k̃

σ
(18)

Note the presence of the two modeling constants in these terms, C1 and270

C2, respectively. While the first one is directly a constant which smoothly271

drives the computed Σ toward the equilibrium value, the second one is in-272

versely proportional to the critical Weber number (Wec) defined in [21]. The273

chosen values for these constants (C1 = 1.0 and C2 = 0.035) come from the274

configuration presented in Desantes et al. [18].275

Finally, the SΣinit
term is a proper initialization source term, which is nec-276

essary due to the fact that all the terms involved in the equation are propor-277

tional to the interface surface density (Σ) and is modeled as in Rachakonda278

et al. [64]. More details about the previous terms can be found in [47, 49, 50].279

2.2. Terminal Velocity closure280

The solution for the terminal velocity is obtained from the balance with281

the drag force [41] as follows:282

|v21,0| · v21,0 =
VD
AD

2

Cd

¯̄ρ2 − ρm
¯̄ρ1

[
gm − (vm · ∇)vm −

∂vm
∂t

]
(19)

The terminal velocity is proportional to the density difference between283

the dispersed phase and the surrounding fluid, and to body forces due to284

local accelerations. In addition, v21,0 is a function of the drag coefficient285

(Cd), the volume (VD) and the frontal area (AD) of the dispersed phase.286

Considering the dispersed phase in form of droplets, once the atomization287

has occurred, the geometrical ratio can be evaluated through the droplet288

Sauter mean diameter.289

VD
AD

=
2 d32

3
(20)
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Finally, taking advantage of the interphase surface area density (Σ), to-290

gether with the mass averaged liquid fraction, the local droplet size can be291

derived, i.e., the local SMD (d32):292

d32 =
6 ρm Ỹ2

¯̄ρ2Σ
(21)

which creates the coupling between the Σ and the Ỹ2 transport equation.293

Lastly, in order to close the terminal velocity equation, an expression294

to compute the drag coefficient should be provided. A first basic attempt295

was evaluated in [51], relying only on the Schiller-Naumann correlation [68].296

However, for this kind of application it is mandatory to consider the impact297

of the phase fraction on the drag, because liquid droplets are not isolated.298

Then, the correlation proposed by Rusche et al. [66] is used in the present299

work (see Equation 22). This correlation belongs to the so-called ‘new cor-300

relations’ family, in which a function of the local void fraction (α2) is used301

as a multiplier of the drag acting on a single dispersed element.302

Cd,α2 = Cd · f(α2) = Cd ·
[
exp(K1α2) +K2α

K3
2

]
(22)

However, as indicated by Desantes et al. [19] the Cd dependence on303

the void fraction was derived for dispersed drift-flux, while for diesel sprays304

different conditions should be taken into account. As a result, constant values305

for diesel sprays proposed by Desantes et al. [19] are used (see Table 1):306

Table 1: Model constants for Equation 22

Constant Desantes et al. [19] Rusche et al. [66]

K1 -0.6 2.1
K2 -1 1
K3 0.25 0.249

Regarding the drag coefficient of the isolated particle, the traditional307

correlation for a spherical body from Schiller-Naumann [68] is used:308

Cd =

{
0.424, if Re ≥ 1000
24
Re

(
1 + 1/6 Re2/3

)
, otherwise

(23)

Finally, in order to compute the Reynolds number, a viscosity value is309

required. To accomplish this goal, the mixture viscosity concept from Ishii310
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et al. [32] is considered (where the subscripts ‘1’ and ‘2’ refer again to the311

continuous and dispersed phases, respectively):312

Re =
¯̄ρ1|v21|d32

µm
(24)

µm =
µ1

(1− α2)2.5(µ2+0.4µ1)/(µ2+µ1)
(25)

2.3. Summary of the coupling between Σ and the governing equations313

In order to clearly highlight that Σ becomes an active scalar in this new314

formulation, a flow chart of the solution procedure is shown in Fig. 1. At315

the beginning of each time step, after storing quantities and updating mix-316

ture density, if the drift-flux model is used, it is possible to calculate the317

relative velocity v21 (Equation 8), as the sum of the terminal velocity v21,0318

(Equation 19) and of the α2 gradient contribution. Both terms are evaluated319

explicitly in the current implementation, therefore using known values of α2320

and vm from the previous time step. Next, the extra terms due to drift,321

highlighted in the conservation Equations 10, 11 and 12, which depend on322

v21 or v21,0, are evaluated, again explicitly.323

Then, the solution procedure follows the usual steps for a segregated324

pressure-based solver, using the PISO algorithm. After turbulence quan-325

tities are evaluated, the Σ equation (Equation 16) is finally solved. The326

interfacial area density is then used to evaluate the Sauter mean diameter327

d32 (Equations 20 and 21) and the drag coefficient (Equations 22-25). This328

ultimately creates the coupling of Σ to the rest of the conservation equations329

at the new time step, enabling fully coupled calculations through the drift330

flux model.331

The traditional approach, following the left side of the chart, was not able332

to carry any information from the interfacial area density back into the main333

flow variables, thus leaving Σ a passive scalar. The current model on the334

right side of the chart, instead, is able to actively couple all the transport335

equations, with a novel formulation that makes Σ an active scalar and solves336

a long-lasting issue of the Σ-Y model.337

2.4. Combustion Model338

Regarding the combustion model, the strategy followed in this work can339

be classified as an Unsteady Flamelet / Progress Variable (UFPV) approach.340

The single-fluid eulerian spray model is coupled with a turbulent combustion341
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Figure 1: Flow chart of the new Σ-Y Spray Atomization Model coupled with a Drift-Flux
velocity closure.

model based on the laminar flamelet concept (proposed by Peters) [58]. The342

complete flamelet model, applied to diesel engine simulations, results in a343

high computational cost which makes it impractical for such engineering cal-344

culations. In this framework, the Approximated Diffusion Flamelet (ADF)345

approach, where new assumed hypotheses lead to a simplified model which346

still maintains the physical structure of the flamelet [42] has been reported347
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to show satisfactory results [12, 42, 52, 75], while maintaining a low com-348

putational cost. As a result, it has been chosen in this work to generate349

the laminar flamelet manifolds. Additionally, the turbulence-chemistry in-350

teraction is accounted for by means of a presumed PDF approach [45, 63].351

A tabulation technique is adopted to store precalculated turbulent flamelet352

solutions in order to allow the use of detailed chemical mechanisms at rea-353

sonable computational cost.354

The present combustion model was originally presented by Winklinger355

[79] for Lagrangian spray models, and further developed in recent works356

[12, 13], while the construction and validation of the coupling methodology357

with the single-fluid spray model was presented in a previous work [46].358

Therefore, with the aim of focusing the attention of the present work on the359

drift-flux model, for a deep description of the numerical implementation of360

the combustion approach the reader is referred to [46].361

The target of the present application in reactive conditions is the Engine362

Combustion Network “Spray A”, where n-dodecane is the single fuel species.363

. To this end, the chemical mechanism proposed by Narayanaswamy et al.[44]364

is used in this work. Note that this is a skeletal mechanism comprised of 255365

species and 2289 reactions to describe n-dodecane chemistry.366

3. Experimental database367

In order to evaluate and validate the Σ-Y Atomization Model coupled368

with drift-flux closure, two different databases of specific test rigs for diesel369

spray characterization were considered. Both of them were generated by370

single-hole axisymmetric nozzles, using a high-pressure common rail system.371

For non-vaporizing sprays data from [56, 55] have been used. In those372

experiments, the sprays were injected into a quiescent vessel where back pres-373

sure is modified at constant room temperature, so that ambient densities from374

10 to 40 kg/m3 are obtained in a non-vaporizing environment. Additionally,375

different injection pressures are available between 30 and 130 MPa.376

The nozzle geometry characteristics are summarized in Table 2, where377

D, L and r denote nozzle orifice outlet diameter, length and inlet radius,378

respectively. The nozzle convergence is described by the k-factor, as defined379

in [35, 40]. The orifice is convergent with 0.112 mm outlet diameter and the380

nozzle was hydro-eroded in order to round the edges of orifice inlet. Both381

geometric characteristics are aimed to prevent cavitation, as demonstrated382

by the hydraulic characterization presented in [54].383
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Table 2: Nozzle geometric characteristics for non-vaporizing tests (CMT nozzle)

D [mm] L/D [-] r/D [-] k-factor

0.112 8.93 0.30 2.8

Spray macroscopic characteristics, namely penetration and cone angle,384

have been obtained by high-speed imaging. A detailed description of the385

experimental set-up and image acquisition methodology can be found in [55].386

For the same injector and conditions, an additional source of spray data are387

the velocity measurements from [56], performed at different axial sections388

located from 25 to 50 mm to the orifice. As described in [2], a specific389

optimization of the PDPA system has been performed in order to improve390

measurements at those conditions.391

On the other hand, validation under vaporizing and reacting conditions392

has been conducted within the frame of the ECN community, specifically393

with the ECN-Spray A database [23]. The ‘Spray A’ condition consists of394

a free diesel spray injected into a quiescent environment, where well-defined395

boundary conditions and experimental data are available for model validation396

purposes. In the Spray A nominal condition the fuel is n-dodecane, which has397

a density of 703 kg/m3 at the experimental conditions. Fuel pressure is set398

at 150 MPa, ambient temperature at 900 K and the ambient density at 22.8399

kg/m3. Detailed internal nozzle geometric and hydraulic characterization has400

been performed [35], being the main characteristics presented in Table 3 for401

the two injectors used in the present study. These injectors are characterized402

by a smooth entrance and strongly convergent angle, which strongly avoid403

nozzle cavitation, providing a simplification of the nozzle/spray connection.404

Table 3: Nozzle geometric characteristics for vaporizing sprays (ECN injectors)

Injector Serial # D [mm] L/D [-] r/D [-] k-factor

210675 0.0894 11.5 0.23 1.3

210677 0.0837 12.3 0.24 1.8

Additionally to standard spray characterization parameters, a remarkable405

feature is that local air/fuel ratio measurements have been performed by406

means of a Rayleigh scattering technique [59]. The latter data enable a407

complete analysis for validation and evaluation of CFD model, both in global408

and local terms, but these advanced measurements are made for a different409
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Spray A nozzle (210677) and due to this fact, it has been also evaluated with410

the CFD model.411

In addition to nominal condition, a set of parametric variations based412

on this reference case has been performed (with the injector serial 210675).413

This includes lower and higher injection pressure (P1 and P2) and ambient414

temperature (T1 and T2), and reductions in ambient density conditions (D1415

and D2) as can be seen in Table 4. Model performance is characterized416

by means of a typical global spray parameter such as liquid and vapor tip417

penetration and compared against the proper experimental measurements.418

Table 4: Simulated Spray A parametric variations studies under vaporizing conditions
(Injector serial 210675)

Spray A condition Pinj[MPa] Tamb[K] ρamb[kg/m3]

Baseline 150 900 22.8

P1 50 900 22.8
P2 100 900 22.8

D1 150 900 7.6
D2 150 900 15.2

T1 150 700 22.8
T2 150 1000 22.8

Finally, the assessment under reacting conditions is only conducted for the419

parametric variations of the ambient density. Then, the baseline condition420

and the two reductions in ambient density (D1 and D2) as can be seen in421

Table 5. Additionally, in Table 5, typical combustion metrics have been422

shown for these conditions, namely ignition delay (ID) and lift-off length423

(LoL) used in order to determine the predictive performance of the model.424

4. Numerical model425

Only external flow is considered in the present work therefore, in order426

to simulate the single-hole diesel-like injectors of the present research work,427

a cylindrical spray chamber with 80 mm in length and 50 mm in diameter428

is selected as computational domain for CFD calculations. An extended429

domain reaching 108 mm of axial extent has been used for including reacting430

spray development. There are 20 cells across nozzle outlet diameter (O-431

grid structure), resulting in minimum grid spacing of around 5 µm (it varies432
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Table 5: Simulated Spray A parametric variations studies under reacting conditions (In-
jector serial 210675)

Condition D1 D2 Baseline

Pinj[MPa] 150 150 150
Tamb[K] 900 900 900
ρamb[kg/m3] 7.6 15.2 22.8
XO2 [%] 15 15 15

ID [ms] 1.93 0.70 0.43
LoL [mm] 59.4 27.9 17.7

between both injector nozzle types due to different diameter). The mesh433

is stretched in axial and radial directions, keeping an aspect ratio close to434

one in the near nozzle region, with expansion ratios of 1.01 and 1.05 in the435

axial and radial directions, respectively. This construction results from a grid436

convergence study and consists of around 400 thousand hexahedral cells, with437

the structure shown in Fig. 2.438

Figure 2: Computational grid for CFD model simulations. The inset shows the mesh
resolution of the nozzle orifice.

Concerning the boundary conditions, the domain is open at the end of439

the mesh, while no-slip conditions were selected for the wall of the domain.440

A non-reflective boundary condition is used for the open outlet and a time441

varying velocity condition is used for the inlet. The inlet velocity is obtained442
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from mass flow rate and momentum flux measurements [53], applying a con-443

stant radial profile of axial velocity and density at nozzle outlet. In previous444

works [17, 46], present configuration has shown remarkable performance.445

Regarding turbulence modeling, although a LES approach could be used446

with Σ-Y model as in [14], present work is focused on the performance of447

the drift-flux model and thus, a faster and less computationally demanding448

RANS approach is used to investigate spray development till the combustion449

process. Then, the k-ε turbulence model was employed for the simulations.450

Due to the well known round jet spreading overprediction of k-ε type models451

[62], a corrected value for C1ε = 1.60 is used, as indicated in [16, 17]. The452

turbulent intensity was set to 5% [16, 25, 36] and the length scale to 10% of453

the orifice diameter, as suggested in [67]. These values have been proved to454

be quite reasonable after a sensitivity study conducted in [48]. Finally, the455

discretization of the divergence terms is done with a second order Gamma456

NVD scheme and a first order Euler scheme is applied for time derivative457

terms.458

5. Results and Discussion459

5.1. Non-vaporizing sprays460

In the present section, modeling predictions are compared against CMT461

measurements of the single-hole nozzle. First, an analysis of spray tip pene-462

tration is conducted, to provide an overview of the drift-flux model impact.463

After that, local flow is compared to experiments in terms of centerline veloc-464

ity. Finally, spray spreading angle modeling predictions are examined for the465

full range of operating conditions, using both the original and the drift-flux466

model.467
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Figure 3: Computed liquid mass fraction (Ỹ2) contours at 1000 µs ASOI. Pinj = 30MPa
and ρamb = 10kg/m3. CFD base model (top) and drift-flux model (bottom).
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Firstly, an example of model predictions of liquid mass fraction (Ỹ2) is468

presented in Fig. 3, in the most adverse conditions (low injection pressure469

and low ambient density). White solid lines correspond to contours of 1%470

of liquid mass fraction value depicted in order to clearly define spray limits.471

The longer liquid tip penetration predicted by the new derived model can be472

noted, together with a narrower spray shape. Further quantitative analyses473

are conducted in the following.474
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Figure 4: Computed and measured spray penetration for different ambient density con-
ditions at Pinj = 30MPa. CFD base model predictions (solid line) and drift-flux model
predictions (dashed line), experimental measurements (symbols).

In Fig. 4 to 6, spray penetration predictions are depicted for both the475

baseline model (solid line) and the new drift-flux one (dashed line) against476

the experimental measurements. Results are reported grouped by injection477

pressure conditions and thus, at each level it is visible the lower accuracy of478

the original model for the lowest ambient density case and additionally, the479

positive impact of the drift-flux model at those conditions. Overall, although480

the difference between models is noticeable it may not seem very important.481

Probably, in these kind of applications the gas surrounding the droplets in482

the dense zone has being accelerated during the atomization and thus, finally483

there is not that much of difference between liquid and gas velocities. Other484

applications like a jet in cross-flow should benefit more from present model.485
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It is also worth restating that the drift effect is linearly correlated with the486

difference between liquid and gas densities, as expressed by the terminal487

velocity (Equation 19). The results highlight this sensitivity: the new model488

improves the predictions exactly at those conditions where the original model489

has more deficiencies.490
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Figure 5: Computed and measured spray penetration for different ambient density con-
ditions at Pinj = 80MPa. CFD base model predictions (solid line) and drift-flux model
predictions (dashed line), experimental measurements (symbols).

Independently of the injection pressure condition, at high and mid ambi-491

ent density the original model performance is fairly accurate, being correctly492

less affected by drift-flux (slip velocity between phases is less significant at493

lower liquid-to-gas density ratios). It is at the lowest ambient density con-494

ditions that the new model outperforms the original one, almost matching495

experimenal measurements. However, one can observe that the model is not496

able to improve the spray tip penetration over the whole injection duration,497

especially at the lowest injection pressure case. The positive impact achieved498

through the drift velocity progressively vanishes with time and the predicted499

tip penetration tends towards the one already obtained with the original Σ-Y500

model. As suggested in [51], this is a consequence of an overpredicted coa-501

lescence mechanism at the spray tip, and due to that, bigger fuel droplets502

create a higher drag force which slows down the spray tip penetration. In503
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this regards, a further development of the interphase spray modeling Σ is504

still needed in order to keep enhancing its predictive capabilities.505
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Figure 6: Computed and measured spray penetration for different ambient density condi-
tions at Pinj = 130MPa. CFD base model predictions (solid line) and drift-flux model
predictions (dashed line), experimental measurements (symbols).

Tip spray penetration increase is a consequence of a narrower spray pre-506

diction together with higher local velocities. An example of these metrics507

is depicted in Fig. 7 (for the intermediate injection pressure and lowest am-508

bient density case) in terms of the transient evolution of centerline velocity509

profiles and the spray radius (according to a spray radial limit defined as the510

5% of the on-axis velocity value). Note that normalized velocity and spatial511

coordinates are used, by scaling in terms of nozzle velocity and equivalent512

diameter Equation 26, respectively.513

deq = d0

√
ρfuel/ρamb (26)

In terms of centerline velocity CFD results, along the profile slightly514

higher velocities are obtained with the drift-flux model although, they are still515

lower than PDPA measurements. More noticeable is the difference shown at516

the tip of the spray, which corresponds with a faster penetration. However,517

it is also possible to observe transition from initial spray development stages518
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(350 µs), where the drift model shows a greater impact, to the progressive519

attenuation due to coalescence overestimation. Aside from the increase in520

local velocity, Fig. 7 (right) depicts a narrower spray in comparison with the521

original model, in accordance with all the presented results. The same tran-522

sition seen for on-axis velocity can be observed here. At the first two instants523

predicted spray is clearly narrower and longer in comparison with original524

model, while at 1400 µs the radial dilation becomes unnoticeable and both525

models provides almost the same spray.526
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Figure 7: Time development of computed on-axis velocity [left] and spray radius [right] for
Pinj = 80MPa and ρamb = 10kg/m3. CFD base model predictions (solid line), drift-flux
model predictions (dashed line).

Continuing the analysis with the intermediate injection pressure and low-527

est ambient density case, an effort is made to shed some light on how drift-528

flux affects the spray evolution by means of the analysis of both a CFD529

contour of the Terminal Velocity (v21,0) field and ‘entrainment’, as presented530

in Fig. 8. In turbulent jets, ‘entrainment’ is the process by which ambient531

fluid is driven into the jet. As it is already known, this process is a fundamen-532

tal factor for the growth of direct injection diesel sprays, because it controls533

the fuel-air mixing rate. It is a parameter traditionally considered for the534

study of atmospheric gas jets, but recently has caught the attention of both535

experimentalists [22, 26] and modellers [46] under diesel engine conditions.536

Here it will be analyzed by means of CFD predictions. For that purpose, the537
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entrainment coefficient is defined as:538

Ce(x) =
dṁ

dx

deq
ṁ0

(27)

where ṁ is the mass flux across a full cross-section of the spray, ṁ0 the mass539

flux at the orifice, x the downstream axial distance and deq the equivalent540

diameter. Then, entrainment rate is computed as a function of axial distance,541

considering that the spray radial limit is located at the radial position where542

the velocity is equal to 1% of the on-axis velocity.543

Regarding the velocity contour Fig. 8 [top], directly related with the ad-544

ditional terms included in the model equations due to drift-flux formulation,545

one can additionally observe two contours. White line corresponds to the546

spray contour predicted by the drift-flux model while the black one is the547

prediction of the base model, depicted here as a reference. Positive axial548

terminal velocities at the tip of the spray can be noticed, that drive the pen-549

etration towards a larger value when using the drift-flux model. The same550

conclusion arises from the analysis of entrainment (Fig. 8 [bottom]), where551

base model results are depicted with a solid line and drift-flux model ones552

with a dashed line. Here, values have been averaged in the 350-1400 µs in-553

terval in order to consider quasi-steady state predictions in a wide extension554

of the spray. Approaching the tip spray region, lower entrainment value is555

shown by drift-flux model, which is perfectly in accordance with longer tip556

penetration. Additionally, after the initial transient region located near the557

nozzle (below 20 deq), a relatively flat evolution can be seen with entrainment558

constant values close to the reference one of 0.28 derived in [22], but it is only559

the drift model that exactly matches it.560

The study of macroscopic characteristics includes also the spray angle561

comparison. This angle is calculated as the time-averaged value included by562

the lines fitting the two sides of the spray up to 60% of the spray penetration.563

For that purpose the limit of the spray is defined at the 5% the on-axis mix-564

ture fraction value. In Fig. 9 [top], the full matrix of cases simulated is shown565

for both drift-flux model (left) and Base model (right). Lowest ambient den-566

sity points with blue symbols, intermediate ambient density points in red and567

the high ambient density points with green ones. Different symbols are used568

to represent the different injection pressure conditions, low condition points569

(circles), intermediate condition (squares) and high condition (diamonds).570

In view of the results, the predicted spray angles, in the case of the high571

and mid ambient density, ρamb = 40kg/m3 and ρamb = 25kg/m3, fall within572
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trainment constant [bottom] for base model (solid line) and drift-flux model (dashed line)
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the 5% error of measured values, for some conditions the model underpre-573

dicts, for other it overpredicts the experimental values. Additionally, both574

model performance are almost identical at those conditions. Once again,575

drift-flux model effect is shown at lowest ambient density conditions. drift-576

flux model results at ambient density of ρamb = 10kg/m3 show fairly good577

angle predictions, especially improving the two highest injection pressures.578

Now (with new drift-flux model), for the high and intermediate injection579
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Figure 9: Computed and measured spray angle including a 5% error area (dashed lines)
[top] and CFD Relative Error [bottom]: Full matrix of cases studied. Circles (Pinj =
30MPa), squares (Pinj = 80MPa) and diamonds (Pinj = 130MPa)

conditions the error is around 10% and 16% respectively, which is a remark-580

able improvement with respect to the baseline model results of about 16%581

and 27%. Nevertheless, for the lowest injection pressure improvement is still582

not enough to obtain accurate results, showing an error of around a 50%583

against an original one of 60%, which is in accordance with the penetration584

shown in Fig. 4. Due to the progressively diminishing impact of the drift,585

spray tip penetration is slowed down and this is reflected at the spray angle586
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due to its time-averaging process. In any case, model predictions for non-587

vaporizing conditions show a remarkable improvement in comparison with588

previous results, encouraging its further development and testing to prove589

its validity.590

5.2. Vaporizing sprays591
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Figure 10: Computed mixture mass fraction contours at 1000 µs ASOI. Spray A Injector
210677, Pinj = 150 MPa, Tamb = 900 K and ρamb = 22.8kg/m3. CFD base model (top)
and drift-flux model (bottom).

The validation of the model under vaporizing conditions starts with the592

simulation of the baseline Spray A condition for the injector 210677. This593

first analysis is made considering to main goals, firstly, to validate the drift-594

flux model for vaporizing sprays and to stablish a first comparison between595

original and drift-flux model peformance. First, similar to the non-vaporizing596

study, a main contour view of the spray is shown in Fig. 10 where predicted597

mixture mass fraction by both models could be compared. White solid lines598

correspond to contours of 1% of the on-axis mixture fraction value, while599

white dashed line depicts contours of 1% of liquid mass fraction. In this600

regards, the differences are much more subtle and the quantitative evalu-601

ation is required to draw any conclusion. In order to compare modeling602

predictions with measurements, note here that the computational spray va-603

por penetration and liquid length are calculated as defined by the ECN [23].604

The maximum distance from the nozzle outlet to where the fuel vapor mass605

fraction is 0.1% and the further distance along the injector axis having a606

liquid volume fraction higher than 0.1%[3], respectively.607

In Fig. 11, spray vapor penetration and liquid length evolution are shown608

together with an insert focused on the liquid initial evolution. Overall, good609

agreement is depicted. In terms of vapor penetration, both models seem to610
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Figure 11: Computed and measured liquid and vapor penetration. Spray A Injector
210677, Pinj = 150 MPa, Tamb = 900 K and ρamb = 22.8kg/m3.

provide almost the same prediction falling within the experimental uncer-611

tainty of measured values. However, in the case of liquid length, greater612

differences can be noticed. In this case, while the original model slightly613

underpredicts the measurements, the drift-flux model matches them showing614

a clear performance improvement. This is in line with the expected impact615

of the drift, which is meant to improve the liquid-gas interfacial exchange616

models.617

To conclude model validation, a more detailed investigation is made by618

quantifying the air/fuel ratio predictions. Rayleigh data are also used to com-619

pare predicted vs measured values of mixture fraction, as shown in Fig. 12.620

Predicted values on the axis, Fig. 12 (left), always fall within the confidence621

interval of the measurements. It is noticeable a higher prediction by drift-flux622

model up to about 45 deq, from this axial position downstream the difference623

is progressively vanished. This fact is completely coherent with the longer624

liquid length prediction. In terms of radial dispersion of mixture fraction,625

results have been plotted in normalized coordinates (i.e. X-axis is the ra-626

dial divided by the axial coordinates, while the Y-axis is the local mixture627
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Figure 12: Computed and measured centerline fuel mass fraction [left] and fuel mass
fraction radial profiles 50 deq (solid line) and 90 deq (dashed line) [right] at 2.8 ms after
SOI. Spray A Injector 210677, Pinj = 150 MPa, Tamb = 900 K and ρamb = 22.8kg/m3.

fraction divided by the on-axis one). The shape of the profiles is adequately628

predicted, as shown in Fig. 12 (right). There is a slight bias towards narrower629

radial profiles in the calculation compared to the experimental ones at both630

axial locations, which is essentially coherent with the lowest radial dispersion631

observed in the spray vapor contours.632

In essence, modeling performance is not drastically different but drift-flux633

model provides a better description of the spray by the prediction of a longer634

liquid length. After this validation process, the assessment of parametric635

studies with nozzle 210675 is presented in Fig. 13. In these studies only the636

stabilized value of liquid length is compared against experimental measure-637

ments and, once again, base model results are presented to show the actual638

impact of the drift-flux model. Note that in this analysis, vapor penetration639

predictions are not shown, as the drift-flux model does not impact the vapor640

far field according with Fig. 11 [top]. In any case, the model is able to provide641

accurate predictions for spray vapor penetration trough the whole range of642

parametric studies as shown in past works [25, 47].643

Spray liquid length predictions for the parametric studies with different644

injection conditions have been summarized in Fig. 13 (left). In general, good645

agreement between calculations and experiments is obtained, although the646
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advantage of the drift-flux model is evidenced. While both models depicts647

good performance in comparison with experimental measurements, drift-flux648

model exactly matches experimental trends (slightly decreasing trend with649

increasing injection pressure) and values. In contrast with a maximum devi-650

ation of 5%, for the lowest injection pressure, when the base model is used.651

It is remarkable that the biggest impact occurs for the lowest injection pres-652

sure, where injection velocity is lower promoting a greater effect of the slip653

between phases.654

Results for different ambient density conditions are depicted in Fig. 13655

(center). The effects of ambient density on quasi-steady values of liquid656

length are also well predicted. The drift-flux model again outperforms the657

baseline model results and corrects, to a large extent, the original deviation658

(baseline model underpredicts the measurement by about a 13% for lowest659

ambient density) which appears as ambient gas density is decreased (greater660

density ratio). However, although the prediction is clearly improved, it still661

shows an underprediction of around 7% for the lowest ambient density, being662

capable of perfectly matching the measurements at the other two density663

conditions.664

Finally, parametric studies for different ambient temperatures are de-665

picted in Fig. 13 (right). The trends of the quasy-steady liquid length values666

vs. ambient temperature are very similar to those already observed in pre-667

vious parametric analyses. Again, an overall great agreement is shown, but668
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drift-flux model always predicts slightly longer liquid lengths, closer to the669

experimental measurements.670

5.3. Reacting sprays671

1000 s ASOI

CFD Base Model

CFD Drift-Flux Model

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

500

1000

1500

2000

Figure 14: Computed mean temperature contours at 1000 µs ASOI. Spray A Injector
210675, Pinj = 150 MPa and Tamb = 900 K and ρamb = 22.8kg/m3. CFD base model
(top) and drift-flux model (bottom).

In the present section, the drift-flux model performance is finally assessed672

under reacting conditions and compared against ECN measurements. As it673

has been verified within this work, the major impact of the drift-flux model674

occurs for low density conditions and as a result, reacting application is only675

evaluated for the parametric ambient density variation.676

The model assessment begins with the visual comparison of mean tem-677

perature contours in Fig. 14 under reacting conditions. White solid lines678

correspond to contours of 1% of the on-axis mixture fraction value, while679

white dashed line depicts contours of 1% of liquid mass fraction. In this680

case, the black line corresponds to the stoichiometric isoline. Both model681

distributions are quite similar with the maximum temperature located really682

close to the stoichiometric isoline towards regions slightly richer. A slightly683

different tip penetration can be noted as well as a minimal difference on the684

spray spreading angle.685

Moving to the parametric ambient density study, first of all, an analysis of686

the global combustion parameters is conducted using both CFD models. The687

two parameters that usually characterize transient reacting diesel sprays are688

ignition delay (ID) and lift-off length (LoL). Fig. 15 shows both CFD predic-689

tions and experimental measurements of these metrics. Regarding modeling690

results, ECN [23] recommendations are followed, so that ID is defined as691

the time spent from start of injection (SOI) until the maximum gradient692

(dT/dt) in temperature takes place. On the other hand, LoL is defined as693
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Figure 15: Computed and measured ignition delay (left) and lift-off length position (right)
for different ambient density conditions. CFD base model predictions (solid line) and
drift-flux model predictions (dashed line), experimental measurements (circles). Spray A
Injector 210675, Pinj = 150 MPa and Tamb = 900 K.

the minimum axial distance to the nozzle where 14% of the maximum value694

of Favre-average OH mass fraction in the domain is reached [18, 57].695

Experimental trends followed by both parameters are well-captured by696

both models providing quite similar results. ID values deviations from ex-697

periments are almost inexistent for the two higher ambient density condi-698

tions, while moderate for lowest ambient density. This latter operating point699

is where the impact of drift-flux model becomes noticeable, however it is700

not sufficient to provide a remarkable modeling performance. This sort of701

disagreement with experiments has also been observed with the present com-702

bustion model and a lagrangian spray description [12], and is mainly due to703

the strong role of chemical mechanism on the exact ignition timing. On the704

other hand, LoL is clearly underpredicted as the ambient density is decreased.705

The effect of the drift-flux model on reactive conditions, although noticeable706

and in the correct direction, is very small.707

In order to understand the reason why the positive impact created by708

drift-flux model on the simulated results vanishes under reacting spray con-709

ditions, entrainment is again analysed. Computed local entrainment rate710
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results are shown in Fig. 16 for baseline Spray A condition simulated by711

both CFD models, original model (solid line) and drift-flux model (dashed712

line). Values have been averaged in the 2800-4050 µs interval in order to713

ensure quasi-steady state predictions in a wide extension of the spray. Axial714

extension is clipped at 60 deq because the effect of the transient tip of the715

spray affects entrainment values downstream of this axial position. Addi-716

tionally to entrainment inert and reacting profiles, measured values of liquid717

length and LoL are depicted by means of two black vertical lines, dotted and718

dashed, respectively. Independently of the chosen profile, one can observe719

a first transient region located near the nozzle (below 20 deq), where Ce(x)720

has a lower value in agreement to results in [29, 30] because of the transition721

between the nozzle and the fully developed turbulent spray. After that, and722

focusing on the inert spray, a relatively flat evolution can be seen with a723

value quite near to the reference one of 0.28 derived in [22]. Moving to react-724

ing conditions, the entrainment rate profile is mainly the same as the inert725
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one within the first transition region. Then, its evolution presents a decay726

(around a 50%) which starts in between the liquid length and LoL locations.727

Apart from the extremely similar profiles obtained by both Eulerian models,728

the interesting point is that the drift-flux model creates an entrainment re-729

duction whithin the first region of the spray (below 20 deq). Comparing inert730

and reacting conditions, one can see that lower entrainment of the drift-flux731

model is kept even downstream of the liquid length location while it is lost732

during the decay of the reacting profile. This fact provides an additional733

interpretation regarding the impact of the model on the liquid length, which734

becomes longer due to less air entrainment, while reacting sprays are not735

affected. The same overall behavior is observed for the other two operating736

conditions which were evaluated.737

6. Summary and Conclusions738

A complete validation of a new developed and coupled Σ-Y Spray At-739

omization Model that accounts for diffusion due to drift-flux velocities is740

presented in this work. The new model has been applied to non-vaporazing,741

vaporazing and reacting diesel-like fuel sprays under different test conditions,742

which cover a wide range of injection pressures and ambient gas densities.743

In non-vaporizing conditions, the validation of the new model has been744

conducted through comparison against measurements of different spray met-745

rics such as tip penetration, centerline velocity and spray cone angle. Model746

predictions are also compared to the results of the original model, with-747

out drift-flux correction. Tip penetration rates predictions are in very good748

agreement with the experimental data under medium and high ambient gas749

density conditions, where both models provide almost identical results. How-750

ever, for the lowest ambient gas density drift-flux formulation provides a re-751

markable improvement for the three injection pressures evaluated, as a result752

of a higher degree of slip between velocities. Only for lowest injection pres-753

sure, the positive impact progressively vanishes with time as a consequence754

of an overpredicted coalescence mechanism at the spray tip. The effect is755

noticeable in the transient evolution of the centerline velocity profiles. Addi-756

tionally, spray cone angle predictions are greatly enhanced, especially at low757

density conditions, with a relative error reduction of 10% for the low-density758

low-injection pressure condition.759

Validations under vaporizing conditions for the ECN spray A injector760

has shown quite similar spray behavior except for the greater liquid length761
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and slightly higher spray velocity values, as expected from previous studies.762

However, major impact has been observed on the exploration of different763

conditions around the spray A baseline case. Results prove that the drift-764

flux has a good impact on the liquid behavior and beyond the liquid length765

vapor is not much affected, therefore the model becomes insensitive. This is766

justifiable, because vapor diffusion itself is not changed, especially for spray767

A, where liquid penetrates only marginally into the far field. Regarding768

reacting conditions, model captures experimental trends of ID and LoL, al-769

though quantitatively not much improved in comparison with original model.770

This was somewhat expected for ID, because it is mainly determined by the771

chemical mechanism. Probably, tested condition for which there is great772

physical space between liquid and combustion regions have made impossible773

to catch a deeper impact on the combustion and maybe a larger nozzle could774

be more interesting for future investigations. These conclusions have been775

confirmed with the entrainment rate analysis for each vaporizing-reacting776

pair of conditions. While lower entrainment, that allows longer penetration,777

is maintained slightly downstream of the liquid length position for vaporiz-778

ing conditions when drift-flux is used, under reacting conditions the effect779

vanishes earlier of the LoL location. This fact, at the moment, precludes780

the possibility of effectively studying the impact of the new developed drift-781

flux Σ-Y model on combustion, and assessing if additional benefits could be782

obtained. Further work will be needed in this regard and maybe other two-783

phase flow test cases, like jets in cross-flow could be studied in the future, to784

further assess the validity of the drift-flux model.785

In summary, the new drift-flux Σ-Y model construction has proven its full786

validity with a remarkable performance improvement for inert environments787

in both cold and hot conditions, while it has seemed almost insensitive un-788

der reacting conditions for which weaker interaction between liquid fuel and789

combustion takes place. With that being said, the main contribution of this790

work is on proposing a model for fully coupling liquid dispersion and spray791

atomization and thus, any development of the Σ model formulation can po-792

tentially enhance predictive capabilities, overcoming a traditional limitation793

of the single-fluid Σ-Y model.794
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